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Artist / Photographer / Printer
Randy Miller's career began in the 60’s when he salvaged a camera that
a tourist accidentally dropped overboard. After restoring it to full
functionality, he began shooting hundreds of rolls of 35mm film, and
hasn’t stopped snapping the shutter since. There is still nothing more
thrilling for him than to display an eight-foot mural to a client and listen
to their delighted exclamations.
Randy came to Maui shortly after high school graduation and assisted in
opening a dive shop on Front Street. He immersed himself in the
Hawaiian culture and never looked back.
His career continued in the early seventies as a dive instructor and boat captain, photographing
divers and underwater wildlife in Lahaina as well as film crews and whale research team.
Over the years Randy has developed his talents in computer technology and wide format printing
to create multiple forms of fine art photography, including oil highlighted canvas prints, watercolor
paper prints, and glass tiles.
“After many years on Maui I am still amazed at the natural beauty of this magical place. I can feel
the ocean waves crashing on the rocks with immeasurable force, I see the vivid colors of the
sunsets, I swim in the refreshing pools under the waterfalls, I can smell the moist fragrant air of the
rain forest, I can climb the mountain and look back to the ocean and see the reflection of God.”
Capturing the spectacular through the lens is Randy’s passion in life. Talent in adding texture and
patience in spending long hours refining detail are what make his prints spring to life. Nothing
escapes his zeal to express himself artistically.
Whether this Southern California native is kayaking, hiking or scuba diving, he drives himself to
the limits. He doesn’t stop pushing until “smoke comes out of his camera”.
He is expanding his photography and technology to include “living space art” – bathroom tile
panoramas, floor tiles, murals for large commercial spaces, and numerous prints for hotels. Other
new additions to his portfolio can be seen in award-winning shots that have received glowing
recognition in architectural magazines in Hawaii.
Randy’s love for God’s beauty and people propel him to search out and take pictures of the most
breathtaking, meaningful images he can find.
Blending Randy's love of nature and technology, he strives to develop new and innovative pieces
of fine art from nature photography. His art may be found on display from East Coast to Front
Street Lahaina and beyond.
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